hops

bold, herbal & citrus

SIERRA NEVADA - 40TH HOPPY ANNIVERSARY ALE
AMERICAN IPA | IB 7.0% | IBU 148 | BECHER 16 OZ.
HOPPED W/ CLUSTER, CASCADE & CENTENNIAL

BELLS - TWO HEARTED
AMERICAN IPA | IB 7.0% | IBU 148 | BECHER 16 OZ.
HOPPED EXCLUSIVELY W/ CENTENNIAL
soft & juicy

NEW ANHELM - NEON GOD
Hazy IPA | IC 7.5% | IBU 148 | BECHER 16 OZ.
BREWED W/ MILK SUGAR; HOPPED W/ CITRA, SIMCOE & MOSAIC

SHOTO THROW - STRAIGHT BARS
Hazy IPA | IC 7.6% | IBU 148 | BECHER 16 OZ.
HOPED W/ CITRA, GALAXY & ELCORO

NEW ANHELM - DON'T CALL ME BABY
Hazy IPA | IC 7.3% | IBU 148 | BECHER 16 OZ.
HOPPED W/ AMARILLO, SIMCOE & CENTENNIAL

NEW ANHELM - NOTHING BUT BLUE SKY
Hazy IPA | IC 7.3% | IBU 148 | BECHER 16 OZ.
HOPPED W/ CITRA & ELSINO

BLUEJACKET - FULL FATHOM FIVE
Hazy Double IPA | IC 8.0% | IBU 150 | FRENCH TRAP 13 OZ.
HOPPED W/ GALAXY & CITRA

TRIPLE CROSSING - INTERSTELLAR BURST
Hazy Double IPA | IC 8.0% | IBU 150 | FRENCH TRAP 13 OZ.
HOPPED W/ GALAXY & ELCORO

THE ANSWER - CAUGHT ANOTHER GLYCOL CHARGE
Hazy Double IPA | IC 8.0% | IBU 150 | FRENCH TRAP 13 OZ.
DOUBLE DRY-HOPPED W/ CITRA, CASHMERE, CENTENNIAL & JARVILXO

DOCLOT - TALKING BACKWARDS
Hazy Triple IPA | IC 11.0% | IBU 150 | FRENCH TRAP 13 OZ.
HOPPED W/ CITRA & SIMCOE & MOSAIC

THE VEIL - DESTROY WHO YOU ARE
Hazy Triple IPA | IC 11.0% | IBU 150 | FRENCH TRAP 13 OZ.
HOPPED W/ CITRA, IDAHO 7, SABRO, ENGLWA & GALAXY

cask ales

hop

tart & funky

delicate

Schmeeeulle - Yasin
Belgian Weizen ALE | IC 5.3% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
HOPPED W/ HERKULES; FINISHED W/ JASMINE FLOWERS

Tired Hands - Season Ales
Mixed Fermentation ALE | IC 4.8% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
FINISHED W/ BLACKBERRIES, RASPBERRIES & BLACK CURRANTS

New Anheml - I Exploit You
FrUited SOUR ALE IC 6.3% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
FINISHED W/ BLACKBERRIES, RASPBERRIES & CHOCOLATE

Burley Oak - Double Strawberry Rhubablie Pie J.R.E.A.M.
Fruited SOUR ALE | IC 7.0% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
FINISHED W/ STRAWBERRIES, RHUBAR & CHOCOLATE

Fruited SOUR ALE IC 6.3% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
FINISHED W/ STRAWBERRIES, RHUBAR & CHOCOLATE

Fruited SOUR ALE IC 6.3% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
FINISHED W/ STRAWBERRIES, RHUBAR & CHOCOLATE
earthy

Upland - Golden Brnje
Mixed Fermentation ALE | IC 5.3% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
AGED 4 MONTHS IN OAK BARRELS; HOPPED W/ ELEKDE & CITRA; COLLABORATION W/ BRUERY TEREUZ (CA)

Upland - Sour Reserve
Mixed Fermentation ALE | IC 6.0% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
BLEND OF 12 & 3 YEAR-OLD ALES AGED IN OAK

vinous

Upland - Uncol
Mixed Fermentation ALE | IC 5.0% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
AGED 6 MONTHS IN OAK BARRELS; COLLABORATION W/ BUDHIL, INC

Jester King - Less Dots
Flanders Red ALE | IC 17.5% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
CONDITIONED W/ SECOND-USE BLACK CURRANTS

Firestone Walker - Agrescent 2017
Mixed Fermentation ALE | IC 16.5% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
AGED 12-15 MONTHS IN FRENCH & AMERICAN OAK BARRELS

Wolves & People - Duot Vate
Mixed Fermentation ALE | IC 10.5% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
AGED 2 YEARS IN WHITE WINE; PINOT NOIR & BURGUNDY; FINISHED W/ TOPPY 2016

Upland - trio
Mixed Fermentation ALE | IC 9.4% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
AGED IN OAK BARRELS; CONDITIONED W/ STRAWBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES & HONEY

cider

Tröegs - Nugget Nectar: Cascade
American Amber ALE | IC 7.5% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
FINISHED W/ CASCADIA HOPS IN THE CASK

Tröegs - Nugget Nectar: Simcoe
American Amber ALE | IC 7.5% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
FINISHED W/ SIMCOE HOPS IN THE CASK

sandford - devon scrumpy
English Cider | IC 6.5% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
MADE W/ MALTS FROM WELLS, TRENKLETT'S & SWEET ELOM CHIPPENDALE APPLES

sandford - straw & oak
English Cider | IC 6.5% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
MADE W/ MALTS FROM WELLS, TRENKLETT'S & SWEET ELOM CHIPPENDALE APPLES

featured bottles

hop

Bells - Hopslam
Double IPA | IC 10.0% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
CONDITIONED W/ HONEY; HOPPED W/ SIMCOE

Vitamin Sea - There Goes The Neighborhood
Hazy Triple IPA | IC 10.0% | IBU 148 | TRAP 13 OZ.
HOPPED W/ GALAXY, GRUMPEET, & WATI; COLLABORATION W/ CUSHMAI MD

beer director | Greg Engert
Follow along online @churcckeydc